SMART ESR Interface
Seamless connectivity and
synchronisation with ESR.
Unlike any other solutions, the unique SMART ESR bi-directional interface can synchronise
employee, absence and payroll information ESR data twice a day.
Following SMART’s selection as preferred rostering and time &
attendance solution provider for the national ESR programme, by
McKesson in 2001, we have worked closely with the NHS over the
last ten years developing a unique and robust bi-directional interface
between SMART’s Workforce Management solutions and ESR.
Commissioned and tested by ESR/McKesson this interface has
undergone an extensive testing programme, resulting in the
sytem’s successful and contractual acceptance and subsequent
implementation across a siginifcant proportion of the NHS.
SMART is also contracted with ESR to provide and maintain the
interface to stringent SLA standards for the term of the ESR contract.
This position is unique to SMART and provides NHS Trusts with
the confidence that our solution will continue to operate
successfully for as long as they use ESR to pay their staff.
The SMART ESR Interface ensures twice daily, that all
imported and exported data is securely encrypted to maintain
employee confidentiality. Audit records are maintained and
users are alerted via extensive reporting facilities of any
transaction failures.
The SMART ESR Interface provides Trusts with the facility to
significantly improve payroll efficiency and maintain 100% data
accuracy, all within a future proof solution.

Benefits
n A
 utomated employee record synchronisation and
scheduling twice a day
n	Ensures 100% data accuracy
n	Reduces data management costs
n	Maintains employee confidentiality with encrypted
data transfers
n	Suitable for local Trust deployment or with
SMART Hosting
n	Removes the need for double data-entry
n	Only commissioned ESR interface on the market
n	Contracted with ESR for provision and maintenance

Features
n	Planned Absence and Holiday Entitlement record
imports from ESR
n	Employee Cost and Employee Skill record imports
from ESR

“The Trust went through a full tendering process
and chose SMART because it was the only proven
solution that offered us an ESR interface.”
Jasvier Boyal, Director of Workforce at
Royal Free Hampstead NHS Trust

n	Automated scheduling
n	Robust error logging and transaction management
n	Future date change tracking
n	Multiple assignments/posts handling
n	Securely encrypted data transfers
n	Future proof design and architecture

SMART is a leading provider of
web-based solutions for workforce
management. For over two decades,
we have been helping our
customers to achieve agility and
cost efficiency from their greatest
asset – their people.

“Over 100,000 NHS staff are currently paid through
the SMART ESR link, which fully synchronises
(bi-directionally) twice daily. SMART is the only
solution that completely removes double data-entry
across ESR and Rostering.”
Tristan Spencer,
Health Market Director, SMART

SMART’s integrated solutions for
workforce management provide efficient
people management anywhere in the
world. Developed using Microsoft .NET
technology, our zero-footprint web
solutions are flexible, reliable, scalable
and easy to implement.
From time and attendance through to
workforce planning, scheduling, absence
management and comprehensive
automated reporting, the SMART solution
suite offers a wide breadth and depth of
functionality. Whether fully installed on
site, delivered as a managed or hosted
service, the architecture enables
organisations to focus on specific areas of
priority, and reconfigure the system to
meet new challenges.
The core systems are of leading-edge
design, enabling planning, data capture,
alerts and authorisation to take place
anywhere and everywhere you need it.
Web-based advanced self-service,
touchscreen kiosks and mobile activation
via telephony and PDA, ensure that
employees can interact with the system
wherever they may be.

For further information on how the SMART ESR Interface
or any of our solutions can help your organisation, call
+44 (0)1438 822 222 or visit www.smart-rostering.co.uk
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Making People Count.

